
Manipulation



INTRO

DOM

4 contestants one sabotuer 2 goals.

Let’s play Manipulation

(Add some heartbeat sounds, tense music)

TITLE SEQUENCE

Dom stands in the studio, he pans in with the title, we zoom

through this and see 4 silheuttes. The title zooms around

the screen.

(Talk to Chris about what to add here)

STUDIO

DOM

Hi I’m Dom. And welcome to

Manipulation. The game show with a

hidden agenda. On today’s show, as

voted by you lovely people at home,

we have (Name 1)

(Could start music played in intro here and play it through

till we’re back in the studio at the end of VT 4)

VT 1

NAME 1

Hi, my name is (Name 1) and I’m

(age) from (place). I wanted to be

on the show because... I like to do

this (link with show) and that’s

why I think I’ll be perfect.

STUDIO

DOM

Name 2!

VT 2

NAME 2

Hi, my name is (Name 2) and I’m

(age) from (place). I wanted to be

on the show because... I like to do

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

NAME 2 (cont’d)

this (link with show) and that’s

why I think I’ll be perfect.

STUDIO

DOM

Name 3!

VT 3

NAME 3

Hi, my name is (Name 3) and I’m

(age) from (place). I wanted to be

on the show because... I like to do

this (link with show) and that’s

why I think I’ll be perfect.

STUDIO

DOM

And Name 4!

VT 4

NAME 4

Hi, my name is (Name 4) and I’m

(age) from (place). I wanted to be

on the show because... I like to do

this (link with show) and that’s

why I think I’ll be perfect.

STUDIO

As names are mentioned, the contestants walk onto the set

and stand in a line, they give a smile as they walk on.

DOM

Hi everyone, how are you feeling?

Confident?

DOM

Today, you are going to be taking

part in several different

challenges. You will have to work

as a team to complete these

challenges, but there’s a twist...

One of you will be out to sabotage

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

DOM (cont’d)
the game. It’s the rest of the

groups job to guess who that might

be. Will you guess correctly I

wonder? The aim of the first task

is to...

VT 5

Demonstration of Dom and 3 crew members doing task.

DOM (V.O)

... Guess which of the 12 balloons

hold a colourful liquid substance.

You will nominate one person in the

team to pop the balloons with a

needle. If you get more then 3 NON

coloured balloons, the team have

lost the game. You will have 1

minute to complete this task. Back

to the studio Dom!

(Add some fun, upbeat music here)

STUDIO

DOM

Thanks Dom! Now, before we can

start, we need to pick the

saboteur. So if you could all go

into the separate booths to your

left...

VT 6

Show 4 different sections on screen. One lights up, this is

the saboteur.

DOM (V.O)

...Now, the person who is going to

sabotage the show will light up.

Ooooo so for this round, the studio

audience have decided to pick

(SABOTEUR). I wonder how s/he will

do.

(Back to tense, heartbeat music, which will end when we’re

back in the studio after VT 7)



4.

STUDIO

DOM

(whispers) Let’s go and have a

secret word, follow me

VT 7

Dom enters the saboteur’s "booth" for a quick chat about how

they are feeling and how they might manipulate the game. He

then quitely leaves and enters the...

STUDIO

... Studio again, which has changed slightly and is now

ready for the task.

DOM

The saboteur has been picked, so if

you could all come out now and

stand behind the bench.

DOM

So are we all ready to play

Manipulation?

NAME 1, 2, 3 AND 4

YES!

DOM

Then let’s go!

(Add in fun upbeat music again for the duration of the task)

The task begins. We could add in slow-mo shots if the task

does not go on for long enough. Dom adds comments while the

game is played. We can close in on facial expressions to try

and portray what the contestants are thinking.

They either win/loose the challenge. Dom’s line will depend

on this.

(Back to the tense heartbeat music)

DOM

Dim lighting. Lets see who you

thought the sabotuer was, we’ll

start with (NAME 1)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

NAME 1

I think it was blahh because...

NAME 2

I think it was blahh because...

NAME 3

I think it was blahh because...

NAME 4

I think it was blahh because...

DOM

I can now reveal, the sabotuer was

(PERSON)

This person then lights up, like in VT 6. We see close ups

of everyones reaction to this person. The sabotuer is either

sucessful in the winning of the challenge and stays or the

person with the most votes leaves. Dom briefly interviews

this person.

DOM

Coming up after the break...

VT 8

DOM (V.O)

We have boxes, tears and a lot of

laughter! Audience members, get

voting on who you want the sabotuer

to be! We’ll reveal all when we

return! See you in 2. (winks)

(Fun upbeat music for this VT)


